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Cannabis use has been controversial, largely having been designated a controlled substance over the last 

century. While certain studies have linked cannabis smoking with harmful effects such as increased respiratory 

symptoms and faster lung function decline in older adults [1, 2], these findings have not been fully replicated 

by others [3]. The link between cannabis and disease pathogenesis may best be explored through DNA 

methylation. This mechanism consists of the addition or removal of a methyl group at a cytosine-guanine 

residue (CpG), can be influenced by exposures, and can modify transcription. Methylation changes can 

accumulate over time in patterns that are highly associated with age, leading to the development of epigenetic 

clocks that can estimate biological age [4].  

 

We investigated the relationship between epigenetic age and cannabis smoking in participants within the  

Canadian Cohort of Obstructive Lung Disease (CanCOLD) cohort (n=93) (NCT00920348) [5]. A full description 

of the assessment for cannabis smoking status has been previously reported [2].  Blood samples were collected 

at the baseline study visit. These samples were profiled for DNA methylation using the Illumina 

MethylationEPIC BeadChipv1 at two separate laboratories (subset 1: n=34, subset 2: n=59); randomized based 

on sex and age (subset 1) and age and cigarette smoking status (subset 2). Raw data were processed separately 

using filtering, quality control, and normalization steps according to previously described methods [6]. The XY 

CpGs were kept as recommended by the Clock Foundation guidelines (https://dnamage.clockfoundation.org ) 

and background correction and normalization were applied to both subsets. No batch effects based on a 

singular value decomposition analysis were detected for subset 1, while subset 2 demonstrated slide and array 

batch effects, therefore batch correction was applied to subset 2.  

 

The epigenetic age of each sample was calculated using the Clock Foundation tool 

(https://dnamage.clockfoundation.org), which estimates the following clocks: DNAmAge [4], DNAmSkinBlood 

[7], DNAmAgeHannum [8], DNAmGrimAge [9], and DNAmPhenoAge [10]. Briefly, DNAmAge, 

DNAmAgeHannum, and DNAmAgeSkinBlood were trained solely on chronological age. DNAmGrimAge was 

derived from CpG sites correlated with chronological age, inflammatory proteins previously linked with 

mortality, and cigarette smoking [9]. DNAmPhenoAge [10] was derived from CpG sites correlated with clinical 

biomarkers and chronological age. A positive epigenetic age residual resulting from the regression of 

epigenetic age on chronologic age indicates faster age acceleration. An ANOVA was used to identify 

differences in the age acceleration residuals associated with cannabis smoking status (never, former, and 

current), adjusted for chronological age, sex, body mass index (BMI), batch, cigarette smoking status, and the 

first two principal components of blood cell proportions (CD8 T-cells, CD4 T-cells, NK-cells, B-cells, Monocytes, 

and Granulocytes). Since predictors of DNAmPhenoAge include white blood cells, the model used for this clock 

did not include the principal components of blood cell proportions. We further tested the effect of lung 

function on the associations by repeating these analyses with adjustment for FEV1/FVC. We also repeated the 

https://dnamage.clockfoundation.org/
https://dnamage.clockfoundation.org/


  

analyses to test the effect of years of cannabis smoking on the association between epigenetic age and former 

and current smoking status. Significance was set at a Tukey honestly significant difference-adjusted p<0.05.  

 

Participants were divided into never (n=51), former (n=32), and current (n=10) cannabis smoking groups that 

were 55±7 years, 56±7 years, and 51±6 years, respectively (Kruskal-Wallis p=0.255). 82%, 78%, and 40% of the 

never, former, and current cannabis smoking groups were females, respectively (Fisher p=0.022). There were 

no significant differences in BMI between the groups (Kruskal-Wallis p=0.364). 25%, 59%, and 40% of the 

never, former, and current cannabis smokers, respectively, were also current cigarette smokers (Kruskal-

Wallis p<0.001). In the never and former smoking groups, ~22% of participants were physician-diagnosed with 

COPD, while 30% of the current smoking group had COPD (Fisher p=0.822). COPD severity as classified by GOLD 

stage was as follows: 7 GOLD 1 (FEV1 %predicted≥80%), 11 GOLD 2 (FEV1 %predicted 50-79%), and 3 GOLD 3 

(FEV1 %predicted 30-49%). ~40% of the participants in each group reported a history of asthma (Fisher p~1).  

Out of the total cohort, 50% of the participants had either COPD (n=10), asthma (n=26) or both (n=11). Overall,  

there were no significant differences in FEV1/FVC (66.08 ± 9.77%) between the three groups (Kruskal-Wallis 

p=0.676). The former cannabis smoking groups reported mean 6.42±13.38 joint-years, while the current 

cannabis smoking group reported mean 39.57±56.68 joint-years (Kruskal-Wallis p=0.10).  Overall, our study 

cohort had a similar proportion of participants with COPD (Fisher p = 0.210) and BMI (Kruskal-test p=0.730) 

compared to the full CanCOLD cohort. However, our study cohort was characterized by lower post-

bronchodilator FEV1 %predicted (Kruskal-test p=3.44x10-05), younger chronological age (Kruskal-test 

p<1.76x10-28), higher proportion of females (Fisher p=7.30x10-10), and higher proportion of current smoking 

(Fisher p=1.51x10-12) compared to the full CanCOLD cohort (n=1561). 

 

We found that current cannabis smoking was significantly associated with higher DNAmGrimAge and 

DNAmPhenoAge acceleration (Figure 1) when compared to former smoking (Tukey adjusted p=0.005 for 

DNAmGrimAge and Tukey adjusted p=0.002 for DNAmPhenoAge) and never smoking (Tukey adjusted p=0.001 

for DNAmGrimAge and Tukey adjusted p=0.004 for DNAmPhenoAge). There were no significant differences in 

either DNAmGrimAge or DNAmPhenoAge acceleration between the former and never cannabis smoking 

groups. No significant associations were identified between cannabis smoking status and DNAmAge, 

DNAmAgeHannum, and DNAmAgeSkinBlood.  

 

After adjusting for FEV1/FVC ratio, the current cannabis smoking group still had significantly increased 

DNAmGrimAge (current versus former p=0.017 and current versus never p=0.001) and DNAmPhenoAge 

(current versus former p=0.006 and current versus never p=0.005). Results remained similar after adjusting 

for number of years of cannabis smoking when comparing current to former smoking (DNAmGrimAge 

[p=0.037] and DNAmPhenoAge [p=0.002]). The number of years of cannabis smoking had a significant effect 

on the epigenetic age of former smokers (for every year of cannabis smoking, there was an estimated increase 



  

of 0.12 years in DNAmGrimAge, p=0.010). The sample size within the current smoking group did not allow us 

to test this effect in these participants. The severity of smoking habit as quantified by joint-years was also 

associated with increased DNAmGrimAge, where for every unit of joint-year smoked there was a 0.092±0.034 

year increase in DNAmGrimAge (p=0.018) after adjusting for sex, age, BMI, cigarette smoking status, batch, 

cannabis smoking status, and cell proportions.  

 

In comparison to cannabis smoking, cigarette smoking had a more significant impact on epigenetic aging. 

Current and former cigarette smoking were both associated with increased DNAmGrimAge (current versus 

never Tukey adjusted p=6.54x10-11, former versus never Tukey adjusted p=6.24x10-09). The effect size of these 

increases was greater than that found in cannabis smoking. The mean differences in age acceleration based 

on DNAmGrimAge between the current and never cigarette smoking group was 8.86 years, while the 

difference between current and never cannabis smoking was 4.19 years. We further found that only current 

cigarette smoking was associated with increased DNAmPhenoAge compared to never smoking (Tukey adjusted 

p=2.96x10-05).  

 

Our observations indicate that current cannabis smoking and higher joint-years exposure are associated with 

epigenetic age acceleration; cessation, however, may help to normalize in part this age acceleration. 

DNAmGrimAge and DNAmPhenoAge were able to capture peripheral blood age acceleration in cannabis 

smoking in a manner that was not reflected in the other available clocks. Previously, we have shown that blood 

DNAmGrimAge is associate with risk of mortality [11] and demonstrated strong performance in reflecting the 

epigenetic age of the airway, with a correlation of 0.93 (p=9.86x10-19) between blood and airway epithelium, 

likely due to the inclusion of smoking pack-years in its training algorithm [12]. We speculate that the insult 

that cannabis smoking may cause in the airway was more easily exhibited in peripheral blood DNAmGrimAge. 

We also note that the inclusion of inflammatory biomarkers in the training algorithms of both DNAmGrimAge 

and DNAmPhenoAge could also account for their significant associations with cannabis smoking. The links 

between inflammation and cannabis exposure remain somewhat conflicting. On the one hand, cannabinoids 

have been linked to reductions in tumor necrosis factor-alpha, interleukin (IL)-6, and IL-1β after exposure [13]. 

Users of cannabis (not restricted to smoking as method of use), however, had 54% higher levels of IL-1β 

compared to non-users [14]. Our finding that DNAmGrimAge is associated with cumulative exposure to 

cannabis is consistent with previous studies in younger populations [15]. Here, we have expanded upon their 

work by showing that cessation could reverse the effects of cannabis on systemic aging as measured by the 

epigenetic clock. Nonetheless, the time between cessation and blood collection as well as differences in the 

overall cumulative exposure to cannabis could be important variables influencing our results.   

 

Our study had several limitations. First, our small sample may not reflect all individuals who smoke cannabis. 

Questions remain regarding how the relationship between cannabis smoking and aging is altered in patients 



  

with underlying lung diseases and whether sex/gender also modulate this relationship. Second, concurrent 

drug and alcohol use could contribute to age acceleration, and therefore future work is needed to understand 

the interaction between these habits. Third, we were not able to test epigenetic age longitudinally in 

individuals prior to and after cannabis smoking cessation, therefore our findings remain associative.  However, 

our findings should give the growing population of people who smoke cannabis some degree of pause.  

 

Figure Legend 

 

 

Figure 1. Epigenetic age and cannabis smoking status. Current cannabis smoking status was associated with 

greater epigenetic age residuals compared to former and never cannabis smoking status. There were no 

significant differences in either DNAmGrimAge (A) or DNAmPhenoAge (B) between the former and never 

smoking groups. 

Boxes represent the interquartile range; the horizontal line represents the median value of DNAmGrimAge 

and DNAmPhenoAge residuals. Tukey adjusted p-values correspond to ANOVA tests that were adjusted for 

age, sex, body mass index, cigarette smoking status, laboratory (batch effect), and cell proportions are 

provided at the top of each panel. 
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